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INTRODUCTION
Let A be a Noetherian local ring. The Dilworth number d(A) and the
Rees number r(A) of A are defined to be
d(A)=sup[+(a) | a is an ideal of A],
r(A)=inf[l(AxA) | x is a non-unit element of A],
where +(a) is the number of minimal generators of an ideal a of A and l(M)
is the length of an A-module M. It is shown in Sally [4] that d(A) is finite
if and only if the Krull dimension dim A of A is at most one. On the other
hand, it is clear that r(A) is finite if and only if dim A1. These invariants
are considered explicitely first by Watanabe [6, 7], where a combinatorial
interpretation of d(A) is given and the inequality d(A)r(A) is proved in
the case A is Artinian. The purpose of this paper is to answer the question
of how large d(A) or r(A) can be with a fixed Hilbert function. The largest
value is expressed in terms of the binomial coefficients and is attained by
a ring of ‘‘monomial type.’’ The proof is divided into two steps; first we
obtain a combinatorial result on the monomials with reverse lexicographic
order, then we use the Gro bner basis to deduce our theorem.
1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM
We give the statement of our theorem in this section. Let
h=(h0 , h1 , h2 , ...) be a sequence of non-negative integers. Let R(h) denote
the set of Noetherian local rings with Hilbert function h, and R0(h) denote
the subset of R(h) consisting of rings of which the residue field is of charac-
teristic zero. Here, the Hilbert function h(A) of a Noetherian ring (A, m) is
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defined to be h(A)=(+(A), +(m), +(m2), ...). We call h an O-sequence if
R(h){<. The dimension dim h of h is the Krull dimension of elements of
R(h). For an O-sequence h and a field k, we construct A(k, h) # R(h) as
follows:
Definition 1.1. Let X1 , X2 , ... be indeterminates. We consider the set
A of monomials, that is to say,
A=[X :11 } } } X
:h
h | h is a positive integer and :i are non-negative integers],
where we assume X :11 } } } X
:h
h =1 if :i=0 for all i. If n is a non-negative
integer, then A(n) denotes the set of monomials of degree n. For
f =X :11 } } } X
:h
h , g=X
;1
1 } } } X
;h
h # A(n), we define f < g if there exists
an integer t such that :i=;i for i>t and :t<;t . Let h=(h0 , h1 , h2 , ...)
be a sequence of non-negative integers and k be a field. A subset M(h)
of A is defined by M(h)n=[ f # A(n) | |[g # A(n)| g f ] |hn] (i.e.,
M(h)n=[X n1 , X
n
1+(hn&1)], using the notation defined below), M(h)=
n0 M(h)n . Let R=k[X1 , ..., Xh1] be the polynomial ring and p be the
homogeneous maximal ideal of R. If I is generated by monomials in
R"M(h), then we define a Noetherian local ring A(k, h) to be A(k, h)=
Rp IR p .
If h is an O-sequence, then we have A(k, h) # R(h) by [5, Theorem 2.2].
Definition 1.2. Let u, n be non-negative integers. If u, n>0, then the
positive integers j and an , an&1 , ..., aj which satisfy
u=\ann ++\
an&1
n&1++ } } } +\
aj
j +, an>an&1> } } } >aj j1,
are uniquely determined. We define
u(n)=\an&1n ++\
an&1&1
n&1 ++ } } } +\
aj&1
j +,
where a binomial coefficient ( ai ) is assumed to be (
a
i )=0 if a<i and (
a
0)=1
if a0. We define u(0)=u and 0(n)=0 for all u, n. If h=(h0 , h1 , h2 , ...) is
a sequence of non-negative integers, then we set v(h)=n0 h (n)n .
We have v(h)< if and only if [hn]n0 has an upper bound. In
particular, if h is an O-sequence, then v(h) is finite if and only if dim h1.
Our main theorem is the following:
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Theorem 1.3. Let h be an O-sequence and k be a field. Then we have
(a) d(A)v(h) for A # R(h),
(b) r(A)v(h) for A # R0(h),
(c) d(A(k, h))=r(A(k, h))=v(h).
We cannot remove the assumption of a characteristic zero in (b). For
instance, if k=[0, 1] and A=k[X, Y]((X2Y+XY 2)+(X, Y)4), then we
have v(h(A))=3 and r(A)=4.
2. COMBINATORIAL RESULT
This section is devoted to proving our crucial Proposition 2.1. Let M
be a subset of A. A subset L of M is called an antichain if whenever f,
g # L, neither f divides g nor g divides f. The Dilworth number d(M) of M
is defined to be d(M)=sup[ |L| |L is an antichain of M]. We set
h(M)=( |M0 |, |M1 |, |M2 |, ...), where Mn=M & A(n), and call h(M) the
Hilbert function of M. We say that M is an order ideal if M satisfies the
following: if f # A, g # M, and f divides g, then f # M. If h is a sequence of
non-negative integers, then M(h) denotes the set of order ideals with
Hilbert function h. If h is an O-sequence, then again by [5, Theorem 2.2],
we have M(h) # M(h).
Proposition 2.1 Let h be an O-sequence of dimension zero. Then we
have
(a) d(M)v(h) for M # M(h),
(b) d(M(h))=v(h).
Let n be a positive integer and f, g be elements of A(n) such that f  g.
We set [ f, g]=[e # A(n)| f e g]. If u is a non-negative integer, then
monomials f &u, f +u # A(n) such that f &u f  f +u is defined by
|[ f &u, f ]|=|[ f, f +u]|=u+1. Here we define f &u only when
|[X n1 , f ]|u+1. Let f, e # A be monomials such that e is divisible by f
:
for a positive integer :. We define f &:e # A by f : } f &:e=e. If M is a sub-
set of A consisting of elements which are divisible by f :, then we define
f &:M=[ f &:e | e # M]. If N is an arbitrary subset of A, then we write
fN=[ fe | e # M]. We define an integer 8(N) to be the number of the
elements of N which are not divisible by X1 . Finally, we write
I nh=[X
n&1
1 Xh , X
n
h] for a positive integer h. The set I
n
h consists of the
monomials of degree n which are divisible by Xh and not divisible by Xj for
j >h.
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Lemma 2.2. Let n be a positive integer and f, g be elements of A(n) such
that f  g. We set U=[ f, g] and u=|U|. If h, j are positive integers such
that X n&11 Xh f  gX
n
j , then we have
8([X n&11 Xh , X
n&1
1 Xh+(u&1)])8(U)8([X
n
j &(u&1), X
n
j ]).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. We assume n2 and
take the integers s, t such that f # I ns , g # I
n
t . We set V=[X
n&1
1 Xs ,
Xn&11 Xs+(u&1)] and show 8(V)8(U). If V & I
n
t {<, then we may
replace V"U, U"V with X &1s (V"U), X &1t (U"V), respectively, and we have
8(V"U)8(U"V) by induction hypothesis. If we add 8(U & V) to the
both sides of the inequality, then we get 8(V)8(U). Assume V & I nt =<.
We divide U into three subsets (which need not be non-empty): U=U1 _
U2 _ (V & U), where U1 , U2 are defined to be U1=U & I nt , U2=
U"(I nt _ V). If we set V1=[X
n&1
1 Xs , X
n&1
1 Xs+(|U1 |&1)], V2=
V"(V1 _ U), then V is divided so we have V=V1 _ V2 _ (V & U). Since
X&1s V1=X
&1
t U1 , we have 8(V1)=8(U1). On the other hand, by
replacing V2 , U2 with X &1s V2 , X
&1
t U2 , we get 8(V2)8(U2) by induction
hypothesis. Hence we have 8(V)8(U). The same argument shows that
8([X n&11 Xi , X
n&1
1 Xi+(u&1)])8([X
n&1
1 Xi+1 , X
n&1
1 Xi+1+(u&1)])
for a positive integer i, so that the first inequality in our lemma is proved.
Similarly, we can verify the second inequality.
Let h be a positive integer and n, i be non-negative integers such that
in. We set A(h, n)=hj=1 I
n
j . We write A(h, n, i) for the subset of
A(h, n) consisting of elements which are divisible by X ih and are not
divisible by Xi+1. Note that we have A(h, n)=[X n1 , X
n
h], A(h, n, i)=
[X n&i1 X
i
h , X
n&i
h&1X
i
h].
Lemma 2.3 Let h, n be positive integers. Let U=[X n1 , f ], V=
[X n&11 Xh+1, g], and W=[X
n
1 , e] be subsets of A(n), where f, g, and e are
monomials such that f # I nh , g # I
n
h+1 , and e # A(n). If |U|+|V|=|W|, then
we have 8(U)+8(V)8(W).
Proof. If g # A(h+1, n, 1) and e # A(h, n), then we replace V, W "U
by X &1h+1V, X
&1
h (W"U) and apply Lemma 2.2. It follows that
8(V)8(W"U) and 8(U)+8(V)8(W). If g # A(h+1, n, 1) and
e  A(h, n), then we set W1=A(h, n)"U and V1=[ g&(|W1 |&1), g].
Replacing V1 , W1 by X &1h+1V1 , X
&1
h W1 , we have 8(V1)8(W1)
by Lemma 2.2. We add 8(U _ (V "V1)) to both sides of the inequality
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and get 8(U)+8(V)8(W). Assume g  A(h+1, n, 1). We set
U2=[X n&11 Xh , f ], V2=[X
n&2
1 X
2
h+1 , g], and W2=[X
n&1
1 Xh+1 , e].
Since X &1h+1(V"V2)/A(h, n), we may replace V"V2 by XhX
&1
h+1(V"V2), so
that we have
8(U"U2)+8(V"V2)=8(W"W2). (1)
On the other hand, replacing U2 , V2 , and W2 by X &1h U2 , X
&1
h+1V2 , and
X&1h+1W2 , we get
8(U2)+8(V2)8(W2) (2)
by induction on n. We have only to add (1) to (2) to complet the proof.
For non-negative integers u, n we define u((n))=u&u(n). The integer u(n)
is characterized by u(n)=8([X n1 , X
n
1+(u&1)]), so that we have the
following:
Corollary 2.4. Let n be a positive integer and u, v be non-negative
integers. Suppose that
vu((n))+u((n))((n&1))+ } } } +u((n)) } } } ((1)).
Then we have u(n)+v(n&1)(u+v)(n).
Proof. We may assume u, v>0. We set f =X n1+(u&1) and define a
positive integer h by f # I nh . Let Ui be the subset of A(h, n) consisting of
elements which are divisible by X i1 . Then we have X
&i
1 X
i
h+1 Ui=A(h, n, i).
Since |U|=|A(h, n)| ((n)) } } } ((n&i+1)), we have
|A(h, n)| ((n))+ } } } +|A(h, n)| ((n)) } } } ((1))=|I nh+1 |.
Therefore, if we set g # X n&11 Xh+1+(v+1), then we have g # I
n
h+1. Now
the required inequality is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.
Corollary 2.5. Let n and w0 , ..., wn be non-negative integers. Suppose
that wi&1w ((i))i for 1in. Then we have 
n
i=0 w
(i)
i (
n
i=0 wi)
(n).
Proof. If we assume n>0 and use induction on n, then we have
:
n&1
i=0
w (i)i \ :
n&1
i=0
wi+
(n&1)
. (1)
On the other hand, we have
:
n&1
i=0
wiw ((n))n +w
((n))((n&1))+ } } } +w ((n)) } } } ((1))n ,
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so that we have
w (n)n +\ :
n&1
i=0
wi+
(n&1)
\ :
n
i=0
wi+
(n)
(2)
by Corollary 2.4. Adding (1) and (2), we get the desired result.
Let M, N be subsets of A. A subset . of M_N is called an (M, N)-join
if the following are satisfied:
(1) If ( f, g) # ., then f { g and f divides g.
(2) If ( f, g), ( f $, g$) # ., and f { f $, then g{ g$.
(3) If ( f, g), ( f $, g$) # ., and g{ g$, then f { f $.
Lemma 2.6. Let h, n be positive integers and U be a finite subset
of A(h, n) which consists of u elements. Then there exists an
(A(h, n&1), U)-join . such that u&|.|u(n).
Proof. We divide A(h, n&1) into Ii=A(h, n&1, n&i) for 1in
and I0=<, and divide U into Ui=U & A(h, n, n&i) for 0in. We con-
struct subsets Vi of Ui and (Ii , Vi)-joins .i as follows. First, we define
Vn=Un . Assume Vi is determined and set vi=|Vi |. If 1in, then
replace Ii_Vi by (X &(n&i)h Ii)_(X
&(n&i)
h Vi) to use induction on h. As a
consequence, we can find an (Ii , Vi)-join .i such that
vi&|.i |v (i)i . (1)
We define Vi&1=[ f # Ui&1 |(X &1h f, g) # .i for some g # Vi]. If i=0, then
we assume .0=<, so that (1) is true for 0in. We set .=(ni=0 .i) _
[X &1h f, f )| f # U"(ni=0 Vi)]. Clearly, . is an (A(h, n&1), U)-join such
that
u&|.|= :
n
i=0
(vi&|.i | ). (2)
We assert that the right-hand side of (2) does not exceed u(n).
Let wi , $i be integers defined as
wn=vn , wi=min[vi , w (i+1)i+1 ] for 0in&1,
$n+1=0, $i= :
n
j=i
(w ( j)j &(vj&|.j | )) for 0in.
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It follows that
viwi+$i+1 , (3)
$i0 (4)
for 0in. In fact, (4) is trivial if i=n+1, and (3) is trivial if i=n. If we
approve (4) for i and (3) for i&1, then by (1) we have
$i&1=$i+(w (i&1)i&1 &(vi&1&|.i&1 |))
($i+wi&1)(i&1)&(vi&1&|.i&1 |)
v (i&1)i&1 &(vi&1&|.i&1 |)0,
which is (4) for i&1. If (3), (4) are true for i, then we have
vi&1=|Vi&1 ||.i |=($i&$i+1)&(w (i)i &vi)w
((i))
i +$i
hence vi&1wi&1+$i , so that we get (3) for i&1. Thus, we may put i=0
in (4), the result of which is
:
n
i=0
(vi&|.i | ) :
n
i=0
w (i)i . (5)
On the other hand, by Corollary 2.5, we have
:
n
i=0
w (i)i \ :
n
i=0
wi+
(n)
. (6)
It is clear that wivi|Ui |, hence by (2), (5), and (6) we have
u&|.|u(n).
Proposition 2.7. Let M be a finite subset of A. Then we have
d(M)=|M|&max[ |.| | . is an (M, M)-join].
Proof. We assume that M is a partially ordered set in the following
way: f # M is smaller than g # M if and only if f { g and f divides g.
Then the assertion follows from [2, Lemma 2] and the Ko nigEgerva ry
theorem (cf. [2]).
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let h=(h0 , h1 , ..., hs) be an O-sequence with
v(h)=v.
(a) If M # M(h), then the set Mn=M & A(n). By Lemma 2.6, there
exist (A(h, n&1), Mn)-joins .n such that hn&|.n |h (n)n for 1ns.
Since M is an order ideal, .=si=1 .i is an (M, M)-join such that
( |M|&h0)&|.|v&h (0)0 . By Proposition 2.7, we have d(M)v.
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(b) We set M=M(h). There are exactly v monomials in M, say,
f1 , ..., fv , which are not divisible by X1 . We define non-negative integers :i
by X :i1 fi # M and X
:i+1
1 fi  M, and define a subset L of M to be
L=[X :11 f1 , ..., X
:v
1 fv]. It is easy to see that L is an antichain of M, so that
we have d(M)v. By (a), we get d(M)=v.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In this section, we apply Proposition 2.1 and complete the proof of
Theorem 1.3. We fix an polynomial ring R=k[X1 , ..., Xh] over a field k.
Let f =ri=1 ai fi be a homogeneous element of R of degree n0 with
ai # k, gi # A(n) which satisfy ai {0, f1< } } } < fr . We define in( f ) # A(n)
to be in( f )= f1 . If I is a homogeneous ideal of R, then in(I ) denotes the
ideal of R generated by [in( f )| f # I]. We set A(I )=RI. The dimension of
I is the Krull dimension of A(I ). Note that if I is of dimension zero, then
A(I ) is a local ring with the homogeneous maximal ideal. If I is generated
by monomials in R, then we call I a monomial ideal and define M(I ) to be
the set of monomials in R"I. We say that a Noetherian ring A is of
homogeneous (resp. monomial ) type if there exists a homogeneous (resp.
monomial) ideal I of R such that A=A(I ). The following Proposition 3.1
is due to [5, Theorem 2.1] and [7, Lemma 2.4].
Proposition 3.1. Let R be as above and let I be a homogeneous ideal
of R. We set A=A(I ) and h=h(A). Then
(a) If we set A$=A(in(I )), then we have h=h(A$).
(b) Suppose that I is a monomial ideal and set M=M(I). Then we
have M # M(h). If in addition I is of dimension zero, then we have
d(A)=d(M).
Lemma 3.2. Let R be as above and I be a homogeneous ideal of R of
dimension zero. If we set A=A(I ), A$=A(in(I )), then we have d(A)d(A$).
Proof. Let p denote the homogeneous maximal ideal of R. We set
I$=in(I ), m=p(mod(I )), m$=p(mod(I$)), d=d(A), and d $=d(A$). By
[7, Lemma 2.4], there exists a homogeneous ideal a of R such that I/a
and d=+(a(mod(I ))). If we set J=a+I, B=A(J), n=p(mod(J)) and
B$=A(in(J)), then we have inequalities d=+(O : n)d(B)d and
d(B$)d$. So, replacing I by J, we may assume d=+(O : m).
Let f1 , ..., fd be homogeneous elements of R such that ( fi (mod(I )))1id
forms a minimal set of generators of O : m. We define gi # A to be
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gi=in( fi). Note that Proposition 3.1 (a) says that any homogeneous poly-
nomial in R, if considered modulo I, is a linear combination of monomials
in R"I$. Hence we may assume gi  I$. On the other hand, since fi # I : p, we
have gi # I$ : p. Consequently, [gi (mod(I$)))1id is a part of a minimal set
of generators of O : m$. Replacing fi by fi&(aiaj) fj , if necessary, where ai
is the coefficient of gi in fi , we may assume gi { gj for i{ j. Hence we have
d+(O : m$)d $.
Let A be a Noetherian local ring. Then [7, Theorem 2.3] asserts that
d(A)r(A). We use this result to prove the following:
Lemma 3.3. Let R be as above with k of characteristic zero. Let I be
a homogeneous ideal of R of dimension zero. Then there exists a
k-automorphism \ of R such that, if we set A=A(I ), A$=A(in(\(I ))), then
we have r(A)r(A$)=d(A$).
Proof. By [1, Proposition 1], which needs |k|=, there exists a
k-automorphism \ of R such that, if a polynomial f (X1 , } } } , Xh) # R is
contained in I$=in(\(I )), then f (X1 , } } } , Xh&1 , Xi+Xh) is also contained
in I$ for 1ih&1. Moreover, I$ is a monomial ideal, hence, under the
assumption ch(k)=0, we get O : m$=O : (Xh(mod(I$))), where m$ is the
maximal ideal of A$=A(I$). It follows that +(O : m$)=l (A$XhA$) and that
d(A$)=r(A$)=l(A$XhA$) by [7, Theorem 2.3]. Now we replace I by
\(I ) and assume I$=in(I ). Since in(XhR+I )=in(XhR+I$), we have
h(AXhA)=h(A$XhA$) by Proposition 3.1 (a). Therefore, we have
r(A)l (AXhA)l (A$Xh A$).
Lemma 3.4. Let (A, m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension one with
Hilbert function h. Then there exists a positive integer n such that, if we set
A$=Amn+1 and h$=h(A$), then we have d(A)=d(A$), r(A)=r(A$), and
v(h)=v(h$).
Proof. By [4, Chap. 3, Theorem 1.2], d(A) is a finite number, hence
there exists an ideal a of A such that d(A)=+(a). By the ArtinRees
lemma, we have mn & a/ma for all large n. If f # mn"a, then
+(a+ fA)=+(a)+1, which is a contradiction, hence we have mn/a. It
follows that +(a)=+(a(mod(mn+1))), so that we have d(A)=d(Amn+1).
Next, observe that the non-decreasing sequence [r(Amn)]n0 of integers
is bounded by r(A)<. Hence we have r(Amn)=r(Amn+1) for all large
n. If we take x # m such that r(Amn+1)=l (A(xA+mn+1)), then we have
l (A(xA+mn))=l (A(xA+mn+1)), hence by Nakayama’s lemma we
have Mn/xA. Consequently, we have l (AxA)=l (A(xA+mn+1)),
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which means r(A)=r(Amn+1). Finally, v(h) is finite, hence the equality
v(h)=v(h$) in the statement of the lemma is clear when n is large enough.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let h be an O-sequence and k be a field. If
dim h2, then we have d(A)=r(A)=v(h)=, hence there is nothing to
prove. By Lemma 3.4, we may assume dim h=0.
(a) If A # R(h), then by [8, Proposition 2], after passing to the
associated graded ring, we may assume A is of homogeneous type. By
Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.1(a), we may assume A is of monomial type.
By proposition 2.1(a) and Proposition 3.1(b), we get d(A)v(h).
(b) The result is proved in the same way as in the proof of (a), if we
apply Lemma 3.3 instead of Lemma 3.2.
(c) We set A=A(k, h). The equality d(A)=v(h) follows from
Proposition 2.1(b) and Proposition 3.1(b). Clearly, we have l (AX1A)=
v(h), hence we have d(A)=r(A) by [7, Theorem 2.3].
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